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Thompson Renovation
to begin next month

Leonard Pitts lectures
to a sold out crowd

By Chelsea Taylor
News Writer
January 2005 marks the groundbreaking date of the Thompson Hall Renovation project.
The $50 million project will add 50,000 square feet to Thompson Hall and construction will be completed around fall 2006.
The new design will include laboratories with new ventilation systems and benches
that allow rearrangement of labs into different configurations and a courtyard with an
espresso bar. The design is intended to facilitate greater communication between science
departments.
"We hope that the new construction will facilitate more interaction between departments and a more intimate environment for learning," Executive Director of
Communications Gayle McIntosh said. "The café will be an interesting place for students
to gather and will hopefully become as well-used as Wheelock Student Center."
The new design of Thompson incorporates interesting features such as an analemma
(a type of sundial), a pendulum, and intriguing floor designs.
"The analemma will enable students, faculty, and community members to tell what
date it is by the position of the sun's rays,"
Chemistry Professor Tom Rowland said. A
skylight and a mirror will reflect the rays in a
"We hope that the new
figure eight pattern. On certain days of the
construction will facilitate
year, there will be a'plate where the sun will hit
more interaction between
on that day, creating a scientific calendar."
Natural Sciences professor Alan Thorndike
departments and (create)
designed
a pendulum in the entry hall that will
a more intimate environenable people to sense the earth rotating.
ment for learning."
The floor tiles will be designed with pat— Gayle McIntosh
terns and symbols such as the binary version
Executive Director of
of pi and the DNA code.
Communications
Unfortunately, because of the design of the
new science center, the 36-year old fountain
and a sequoia tree will be removed.
"We really want to stress that the university spent a lot of time, effort, and money
researching and trying to preserve the fountain. Unfortunately, the way that the pipes
are and the design of the construction makes it impossible for us to save the fountain,"
McIntosh said.
The biology department has taken root and branch cuttings from the tree in order to
facilitate the growth of seedlings that can be planted on the campus.
Some of the wood from the tree will be given to the art department for sculpture projects and some will be used to make a public picnic table to be placed in the President's
woods.
"The university regrets that they'll have to remove the fountain and the tree, but they
really just want the best for the students," McIntosh said.
Incorporated into the design of the courtyard in
See RENOVATION, page 4
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IF YOU WANT TO SPEAK OUT, SPEAK OUT — Students, faculty and mem-

bers of the local community gathered on Nov. 29 in Kilworth Chapel to hear Pitts
address issues of unity in America. Pitts delivered his message to a crowd of over 700
people packed into Kilworth, eager to listen to the Puli
Kaitlyn Hogue .

News Writer
Pulitzer Prize winning syndicated columnist Leonard Pitts Jr. brought 700 people to their feet on Monday night at the end of his lecture entitled "One Nation."
Kilworth Chapel was filled with so many Puget Sound students, faculty, and community members that people had to sit in the room below the chapel and listen to
the lecture through an intercom. Although much of the audience was unable to
watch Pitts speak, they could still hear the power and emotion in his voice as he
called for a united America.
Pitts started his career as a writer for Casey Kasem's radio program,
"American Top 40," and then was hired as a music critic for the Miami Herald.
He began writing a syndicated column of commentary on pop culture, social
issues, and family life. In 2004, he received the Pulitzer Prize for commentary and
is most know for his column about Sept. 11 titled "We'll Go Forward from This
Moment."
His lecture.Monday night asked the question of how divided America really is
at present. He answered by saying that it is not any more divided than it has been
in the past; Americans are simply creating divisions that would not exist if they
listened to each other and strove for common ground.
As a journalist, Pitts has seen how commentators are drawing fewer and fewer
,

See PITTS, page 4

New student hiring project commences
By Brandon Lueken

News Writer
Students at UPS will be looking forward to advanced
alumni programs in the near future. There are current
plans to develop a closer working relationship with alumni, focusing on how they can best serve undergrads for
future careers.
The already prosperous Alumni Sharing Knowledge
(ASK) program, engineered by Career and Employment
Services (CES) associate director Ron Albertson, will be
working in conjunction with the National Alumni Board
(NAB) to better involve already-graduated students with
the current undergrads.
Already in place is ASK night, where alumni volunteers
answer the questions of undergrads. More recently was
the Dessert and Dialogue, which involved NAB members
providing sophomores with perspectives beyond college
concerning careers.
"There has been a major focus, especially in the last
year, for alumni to be more involved with helping undergraduates and recent graduates find internships and pos-

sible careers," Director of Alumni Programs Sharon
Babcock said.
Members of the NAB met two weeks ago to further discuss this avenue of action.
"I've never seen them more engaged and interested
than I have with this topic," Babcock said.
The discussion brought up general ideas of what the
group wanted to do. Now Babcock plans to meet with
Albertson, Kim McDowell, the Director of Career and
Employment Services, and a member of the NAB to find a
focus for the alumni's wishes. At the next meeting in May,
they will propose a list or series of actions that will allow
the alumni to become more involved with the career selection process.
"I want actions where it's clear if we're succeeding or
not," Babcock said.
The alumni aren't restricted to helping people find a
job. They can help with internships, provide views on the
college life and experiences, or insight on various cities.
"There are chapters of UPS alumni all over the country," Babcock said.
There are currently chapters in Seattle, Tacoma,

Portland, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Honolulu, Denver,
Chicago, and Washington D.C. Other chapters may soon
spring up in Minneapolis and San Diego. In addition,
chapters are not limited to the United States.
"We have a large population of alumni in Japan,"
Babcock said.
There are a good amount of graduated students in
England as well, but less concentrated.
These chapters don't solely serve undergraduates
either. The chapters allow for graduated students to keep
in contact with other graduates in the area, whether for a
casual meeting, hosting a party, or if the university is
sponsoring some sort of gathering. The university does
sponsor events for alumni, from attending regional sports
events to inviting a professor to come and speak in an
open forum that has some communal value. It depends on
what the community in the particular city wants.
"What may work in L.A., with a small lecture, may not
go over in D.C.," Babcock said.
The benefits of having such a wide range of UPS communities are many. If a graduate student is moving to a

See ALUMNI, page 2
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ASUPS proposes on-campus alcohol policy
By Tara Horn

News Writer
Recently, ASUPS approached the
Alcohol Policy Discussion Group (APDG)
with a proposal to serve alcohol on campus. On Dec. 1, ASUPS President Ryan
Cunningham handed a hard copy of the
proposal to President Ron Thomas. The
opening question in the APDG report compiled by Cunningham read, "Is it possible
to serve alcohol on campus in a setting that
is beneficial to the university community
without compromising standards of
integrity, policy, or unnecessary risk?"
The idea behind this proposal is that
there are some problems regarding alcohol
on campus, and how it is viewed by students, that should be addressed. The
events that took place at "The Rail" in
October, when several students were sent
to the hospital with alcohol poisoning,
seem to verify this statement. With the
addition of masters-level RPA's to the
Residence Life staff, the reports of alcohol
violations have more than doubled. (These
statistics can be viewed on the 2004
Security Annual Report at
www.ups.edu/security.)
"As we see more evidence of alcoholrelated problems and face a need to take
alcohol seriously for legal-age students living on campus, it makes sense to analyze
what our current policies and practices

are," Cunningham said.
ASUPS took into consideration the
viewpoints of Security, resident assistants
(RA's), Student Development, faculty and
students in order to further assess the situation in a responsible manner. This year,
the university has announced the objective
to increase on-campus residency in the
next few years, drawing in students who
are of legal drinking age, adding to
the independent
factors that have
put this discussion
into action.
As the policy
currently stands,
the consumption of
alcohol can only
take place if one is
21 years of age or
older, in their
room, and in the
absence of minors.
Hypothetically,
there could be a
group of underage
students standing
outside a 21-yearold's room watching him or her down a
keg. What ASUPS wants to do is alter this
environment, increase safety of those consuming alcohol and those who are surrounding them.

By serving alcohol on campus, ASUPS
hopes that the social stigma of alcohol will
be lessened. Instead of students drinking
in the depths of their room or a basement
somewhere, they are allowed to do so in a
safer environment. The ideal situation
would be to create an event or environment at which alcohol was served but wasn't the center of.
The APDG report
— suggests two events that
might do just that. The
first one mentioned is
titled "Entertainment in
Marshall Hall." The
idea is that some form
of entertainment would
be a focal point, possibly music or a comedy
act. The audience would
be for all ages, those of
legal age and under the
drinking age. The consumption of alcohol
thus becomes a background element, complimenting the event,
rather that being the
event.
The second event proposal is titled
"Buy Your Professor a Drink in the
Rendezvous." This would ideally encourage faculty and student interaction on
common ground. This event would be

closed to those under the drinking age,
making the event sort of a tribute to relationships built between faculty and students over fours years of time.
Some of the benefits to this proposal are
relatively straightforward. There would be
a reduced temptation to drink and drive,
as well as an increased ability to monitor
and control the consumption of alcohol.
However, the concerns are also equally
upfront — liability issues along with the
concern that some students might choose
to sneak alcohol in to events or consume
prior to arrival. The point is to evaluate
whether or not the benefits outweigh the
risks.
"The way a lot of younger students
encounter alcohol is in irresponsible environments, which are in some cases very
dangerous. As it stands, the university
does not offer any counter-example of
what a responsible drinking environment
looks like. Serving alcohol on campus
would be a step toward providing that
environment. It would also be an incentive
for older students to come back to campus,
and a tool to promote interactions between
younger and older students, students and
faculty, or students and alumni,"
Cunningham said.

One of Tara Horn's favorite activities
involves bowling and the Dude's preferrred
beverage.

Alumni

Continued from page 1

city with a local chapter, the people there can provide a
variety of information, from affordable housing to the best
pizza place.
Here at the university, the NAB works through four
committees to help advise the alumni offices. There are
four committees: one in charge of nominating people to
the Board; one dealing with communication to the alumni;
a younger alumni committee; and a regional programs
committee that helps decide what happens in the chapters.
The alumni office takes all of their opinions into
account when forming its policy, also paying attention to
Albertson and the ASK program, as well as what the students want from alumni.
Albertson, besides being the architect for the program,
is also an authority in the CES office. There, he combines
students' needs regarding careers, graduate programs,
and internships to help them communicate with already
graduated students for their perspective. The CES office
also keeps in contact with successful alumni to help network, and allow possible internships to be filled with UPS
alumni.
That task has been made far more accessible through

Ted il

partnered schools. UPS is one of three founding members
in a partnership that now includes 16 schools with a large
base for internships and career possibilities. UPS,
Whitman and Pomona College were the first three schools,
and since then Lewis and Clark, Reed, Scripps, Mills,
Pitzer, Clairemont-McKenna, Harvey Mudd, Colorado
College, Occidental, University of Chicago, Dartmouth,
Johns Hopkins and, most recently, Santa Clara are all networked together to offer a wide network of opportunities
for students.
These opportunities are not just paid careers. Volunteer
opportunities also abound in this realm as well. In fact,
UPS was number two in the entire nation when it came to
2004 graduates going into the Peace Corps, with 26 students choosing to donate their services. A partnered university, the University of Chicago, superceded UPS with
34 graduating students choosing to donate their time.
Not all students choose to go that path, which means
that there are still a lot of alumni to provide their experi-
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ence. They help students choose a career plan that fits with
the students' chosen academic plan, and helps them
explore their interests.
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In the future, such available networking can be found
in the Employer Expo, which occurs in late February, and
the Etiquette Dinner — a dinner that focuses on the proper etiquette for a business dinner, which will occur around
the same time.
But this all starts with students getting involved while
here at the university. Students can choose to get hired
through the work-study program, which all students are
automatically considered for. They can figure out what
exactly they do, or rather don't want to do, or what type of
environment they find stimulating.
"It's how you look at the experience that can determine
if a work experience was valuable," Albertson said.
From there, working in cohesion with their major studies, students can look toward the CES office, the ASK program, and the alumni association to understand where
they want their lives to go, and on what paths.
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UPS students participate in annual
School of Americas protest in Georgia
By Kali Seisler

News Writer
Four University of Puget Sound students spent Thanksgiving in Fort Benning, GA.
Laura Bechdel, Kira Doley, Kat Van Schiver, and Elizabeth Wilbur traveled over the holiday to participate in the annual protest against the School of the Americas (SOA), a U.S.funded military training camp for Latin American soldiers. The students achieved the
funding to attend the protest through donations made by the UPS Center for Spirituality
and Justice, local citizens, and fellow students and staff.
The annual protest against the School of Americas began in 1990 because the SOA has
been blamed for teaching soldiers methods of combat
which have led to large massacres, disappearances, torture incidents, rapes and
deaths in many Latin
American countries. UPS
students joined over 16,000
protesters in order to help
voice their own beliefs
involving the right of the US
government to interfere and
help run military actions in
other countries.
"The whole issue of
American intervention in
Latin American countries and
Photo courtesy soaw.org
all of the atrocities and
BANNER ON BANNER ACTION— Protestors used
human rights violations comspeeches, visual aids, and prayer to convey their opinions.
mitted there has been very
close to my heart ever since I
went to Guatemala. I met first-hand and heard the stories of people directly affected by
these human rights violations. So I've gone to this protest for three years now," junior
transfer student Kat Van Schiver said. "I think this is an important issue because Central
and South America are on the same continent as us, but still most US citizens are ignorant as to what negative effects the US government has on these countries."
Being able to demonstrate their feelings was part of the reason the students attended.
They wanted to protest the United States' involvement with the school but also the idea
of using violence to control people. They found the protest inspirational because there
were so many others who shared their views and aspirations for change.
"It's inspiring to be around that many people, thousands of people, who all hold the
same loving and pacifist values and ideals as me. When I am surrounded by so many
people with the same goals, it feels like real change can actually happen," Van Schiver
said.
The students stressed that despite sometimes feeling as though their work and strife
to help close the School of the Americas was pointless, the protest helped reaffirm what
they believed in and strengthened their faith that they can make a difference.
"Progress is being made; the school has changed its name in recent years (to Western
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Hemisphere Institute for Security Cooperation or WHISC) to try and separate itself from
the bad image that the SOA was getting. I think that that shows that there is concern within the organization because people are noticing what is going on there," Wilbur said.
"Also, the congressional vote to shut down the SOA keeps getting closer and closer;
hopefully with a little more pressure it will pass."
Several religious faiths were present at the protest, protesting the many deaths the
SOA has been cited for causing. For Van Schiver, the evening mass reaffirmed her reasons
for attending.
"This year there were 4,000 people gathered inside the tent or standing outside in the
rain just to hear the Jesuit mass," Van Schiver said. "I cannot explain with words what a
powerful experience it is to have 4,000 people gathered and praying together — it moved
me to tears when we prayed for those killed by graduates of the SOA, as I felt so connected to all of those people who feel the same as me in wanting to put their faith into
action toward
social justice."
While participating in the mass
and the protest
helped reaffirm the
student's beliefs, it
also helped them
their
strengthen
motivation
to
spread the word
about what is going
on so that others
become more
involved.
"We really want
to raise awareness;
I've found that
most people don't
even know what it
is. I think that once
Photo courtesy soaw.org
OUTSIDE LOOKING IN— Officials kept protestors out of the
people know they
are likely to think base by a 10 foot high barbed wire fence. Approximately 15 people
were arrested during the protest, many trying to scale the fence.
that it is a bad
thing," Wilbur said.
"I mean, not many people will really agree that the massacre of thousands of people by
people trained by our government is something that we should be okay with."
An upcoming event which UPS students can participate in on campus will be a teachin, held on Dec. 6 in Wyatt 109. The teach-in is designed to help educate UPS students
and faculty about what is actually happening in the School of the Americas and in the
Latin American countries where their graduates are causing turmoil.
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Renovation

Continued from page 1

Incorporated into the design of the courtyard in Thompson is a new
water feature.
Puget Sound first recognized the need for renovation in Thompson in
2000.
"We realized that the current building didn't have the infrastructure
to continuously do little renovations. The science department has simply
outgrown Thompson Hall," Rowland said.
The number of students majoring in sciences has increased by 80 percent, and the number of courses offered has increased by 36 percent
since 1980.
One of the current problems with Thompson is that the professors'
offices are not within a good distance of the labs. After the renovations
are complete, offices will be closer to the labs and departments will be
closer to one another.
The new science center not
only benefits science majors,
but all students and the community.
Every summer,
the
"We hope that Thompson
University of Puget Sound
will become a place
hosts the Academic Challenge
where students can gathProgram, which enables
minority children and chiler. We don't want studren coming from lowdents to leave as soon as
income households (grades
their class is over."
seven to twelve) to be able to
— Tom Rowland
participate in enriched math
Chemistry Professor
and science programs.
The program is taught by
teachers in the community
and the University. Current
UPS students serve as mentors and teaching assistants to the youn g people participating in the program.
With the new science center, the kids in the program will be able to
see more science on display, work in a university environment, and have
more resources available to them.
Thompson will also be open during the summer so that members of
the community can go inside Thompson, walk around in the courtyard,
and drink coffee from the café.
"We've gotten very positive feedback from the faculty. Students and
community members are excited for the new science center yet also sad
to see the fountain and the tree go," Rowland said.
The noisiest construction will take place in the winter, and by Fall
2006 students and faculty will be able to get into the new building.
"We hope that Thompson will become a place where students can
gather. We don't want students to leave as soon as their class is over,"
Rowland said.

Freshman Chelsea Taylor is ridiculously excited that there will be another
cafe on campus. And a sundial? Sweet!
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Mortar Board sponsors,
seasonal gift drive
By Meg Gauger

News Writer
In the spirit of giving during the holiday season, Mortar Board National Honor Society is currently sponsoring a campus-wide gift drive for Faith Homes. Running from Nov. 15 through Dec. 17, the
drive aims to collect gifts (mainly necessary items) for the unwed teen mothers and female teen runaways that Faith Homes represents.
Faith Homes is a local organization which seeks to aid unwed teen mothers and female teen runaways. Through the program they receive housing, job training, assistance completing their education,
and family planning skills such as budgeting and meal planning.
This year, Brittany Ellsworth, the Mortar Board secre- t
tary, is working with Mortar Board members John Hines,
Nicole Jones, Jamie Keller, and Evan Los to organize the
"The drive is really impordrive.
tant because it is helping to
"The drive is really important because it is helping to
support women in the comsupport women in the community who are truly in need.
These women, many of whom are young mothers, would
munity who are truly in
have nowhere to live if it were not for Faith Homes,"
need Giving them small
Nicoles Jones said.
necessities, as well as toys
Thus far, the members of Mortar Board are satisfied
for their children, will help
with the items donated and the overall success of the
drive.
make this time of year a bit
"We haven't done an official count yet, but the boxes
better for them."
are looking pretty full," Ellsworth said.
— Nicole Jones
Each holiday season, the organization asks for items on
Mortar Board Member
the girls' wish lists. Many of the items are under $10 and
easy to find, including: twin bed sheets and blankets, pillows, baby toys, toys that facilitate learning, and a variety
of hygiene products.
The full list of items is listed on the Mortar Board website (asups.ups.edu /clubs /mortarboard).
Each item must be unwrapped and new, or gently used in the case of some toys, clothing, and household items. Drop-off boxes have been placed at the Info Center and in Trimble Hall lounge along with
information about Faith Homes.
"Giving them small necessities, as well as toys for their children, will help make this time of year
a bit better for them. We have had a fair share of donations so far, but are still in need of more items,"
Jones said.
This year marks the first that Mortar Board has worked with Faith Homes. According to Ellsworth,
students have been fairly receptive to the fundraiser.
"It seems to me that students are just as involved with this drive as they are any other, whether it
be for another service organization, or the Greek system," Ellsworth said.
Ellsworth has had experience working with the organization in past years and found it rewarding
because she feels the women are appreciative of the gifts.
"I have seen first hand how important the gifts are to the girls and how the smallest thing makes
such a difference and that is my motivation behind collecting for (the girls)."

Freshman Meg Gauger wants it to snow so that she can go make an igloo and keep herself warm with nothing but copies of the Trail.

Continued from page 1

boundaries on political views. They have become either extreme conservatives or extreme liberals. Pitts
feels it is not journalism when the writer is not being fair to all sides of the issue. Due to this view, he
has been criticized as being too "middle of the road," but he feels that being in the middle is simply representing the majority of American citizens.
"We are not the middle of the road, we are the road," Pitts said. "We just get ignored in the rush to
the gutters on the left and the right."
Pitts also argues for an abolishment of extreme labels such as liberal and conservative. He feels that
Americans create caricatures by labeling people too much and wants people to see that they do not have
to label their values on a political level.
"A reporter once asked me if I was a liberal or a conservative. I answered yes," Pitts said.
In fact, Pitts has been seen to criticize both political parties at different points in time, as seen by his
critical reviews of both former President Clinton and President Bush. He says that he does not follow
political lines, but his own values.
Pitts feels that if we continue to stereotype ourselves, then the country will become divided, even if
we have the same ideals. Instead, he asks Americans to try to climb to common ground.
"It is inevitable that Americans will disagree, but we must find a way to be family," Pitts said.
He argues that we were not attacked on September 11 because we are black, white, liberal, or conservative; we were attacked because we are all Americans. Therefore, we should act like Americans rather
than in accordance to the labels we give ourselves. Only then can America become a strong and unified
country
"As long as we depict the country as divided, the country will believe it," Pitts said.
In the end, Pitts asks us to find a way to live together, in spite of our differences, and show the world
a united nation.
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"Wanna spoon?"
Matt Reese
Sophomore

`What is your
favorite thing to
do on a rainy day
in Tacoma? 1 like
to bake cookies!"
:Ingrid Greiser
Sophomore

bye to Your
floppy disk
col l ection fordrivE
cat a

Flash
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high as a giga
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w ay to transfers
"Where is your
favorite place to
have sex on campus?"
Ashley Gray
Junior

"How sober should
you be to read on
reading period? 1.
say you should be
able to understand
words."
Chris Jason
Sophomore
"What is your
favorite day of the
week? Mine is
Saturday because
it's not make-uphomework Sunday
and there is no
school."
Justin Platts
Freshman
"What is people's
least favorite station in the SUB? I
know that's kind
boring but I really
want to know!"
Calla Ostrander
Senior

The Co mpus"Pulse is by Sophomore Erin Goldsmith.
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Study abroad requires more than packing suitcase
By Jen Davis

Student Life Writer
So you want to study abroad. But do you really
know what that entails? From choosing a program, to
transferring credits, to paperwork and plane tickets,
studying abroad can be just as confusing, hectic, and
stressful as it is rewarding. To survive all this stress
requires extensive planning at home so you can be free
to have a great time overseas.
As the 100 UPS students planning to study abroad
next semester recently found out, enjoying your time
abroad is all in the prep work. Of course, the first aspect
of preparation involves deciding exactly where you
want to study. Outdoor adventures in Australia? High
culture in Europe? Research in a third world country?
The answer lies in what you hope to gain from the experience.
This is the oldest study abroad cliché out there, but
it's also extremely relevant: you are not going to be
happy studying art history in Paris if you really want to
be going on an African safari. No matter what your parents or professors may tell you, the "study" in "study
abroad" is a relative term. It does not have to mean
classroom learning. It can entail independent research,
real-life experiences, and embracing an entirely new
culture. Fortunately, UPS offers a plethora of options so
you can pursue your particular interests.
The study abroad office in Howarth Hall contains
information on programs that are either affiliated or
approved by the university. If you choose an affiliated
program you will pay UPS tuition directly to the university, but you will also receive all of your financial aid
and scholarships as if you were still attending UPS.
This can be especially advantageous if you have a good
financial aid package or if you want credits to transfer
easily.
Approved programs are another great option
because they allow for a bit more flexibility and variety
of programs. They are approved by UPS, but are actually run by another organization or school.

Consequently, you pay program fees directly to that
institution, so UPS scholarships or grants cannot be
used. But since many of these programs actually cost
less than UPS tuition, you may end up saving money by
going this route depending on your particular financial
situation.
Once you have visited the Office of International
Programs to determine which locations interest you, it
is important to get an insider's perspective on the program. The office maintains an archive of reviews from
students who have gone through each program. This
can be an invaluable resource in separating the glossy
brochures from the actual facts.
But the hard part is not quite over once you have
chosen your destination. You still have the pesky business of buying plane tickets and completing mountains
of paperwork. There are a variety of student travel
organizations that offer discounted airfare for students.
Two of the best are www.statravel.com and www.studentuniverse.com . Both offer round trip tickets from
Seattle to Europe on mainstream airlines for about $600,
while the same airlines own websites sells them for
almost twice as much.
As far as paperwork goes, there is one important
piece of advice: start early. Apply for your passport.
Now. You will also most likely need a student visa
because you will be in one country for more than ninety days. This is always a complex process, and can be
especially complicated if your intended country
requires you to apply at their consulate office in person.
Sometimes that journey may require you to travel thousands of miles across the U.S., all the way to San
Francisco for those of us who hail from the northwest
and even further for others. Make the most of this, be a
tourist, explore the city. That is why you're going
abroad, after all, so get some practice early on. And stay
positive, because at the end of all the hassles there is a
whole world awaiting you.
Junior Jen Davis has experienced the trials of study abroad
prep fristhand.
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2002 Midnight Breakfast mini-riot a
prime example
By Bobby Farrington
Opinions Writer
Disaster, or the potential for disaster, seems to loom
large and ever-present every day of our lives. My favorite
idiot, President Bush, has involved the United States in a
blatantly unsuccessful war, allowed our government to
accumulate hundreds of trillions of dollars of debt and has
watched terrorism and the hatred of America become
more intense and extreme than ever before. Maybe it's just
me, but things ain't looking good, and tragedy only seems
around the corner.
Even sadder, the possibility of disaster or devastation
in our own private lives seems even more pronounced.
Whether trying to succeed in the University's competitive
school environment, entering into the confusing world of
dating and relationships or attempting to make a name for
yourself in athletics, art or any number of other creative
endeavors, the probability of self-destruction and tragedy
is almost overwhelming. And now, as if we didn't have
enough opportunities to cause damage and wreckage in
our own lives, the school has decided to reinstate
Midnight Breakfast.
Perhaps an explanation is necessary For those freshmen or sophomores who remain unaware and inexperienced, Midnight Breakfast is commonly held a few times a
year, especially on the first Wednesday of December, as a
sort of school-sponsored pseudo-celebration of the last
day of class. In short, breakfast is served at midnight. A lot
of the students are drunk. Things get interesting.
I can honestly say, without any hesitation or second
thoughts, that the Midnight Breakfast "uprising" of my
freshman year was one of the most sublime, beautiful
things I have ever witnessed. It was surreal, almost like a

dream in its chaotic intensity and
in
overflow of
bobby's
drunken energy
and life. I rememworld
ber about 400 outof-control students in the SUB,
people unabashedly stealing full hams and dozens of ice
cream bars from the kitchen, kids smoking under tables
and then a frenzied airborne swirl of eggs and sausage.
It all happened so fast. A drunken instigator and brilliant architect of chaos — no one is sure who — threw a
plate of eggs, and the rest, as they say, is history. I remember running upstairs and throwing hash browns off the
SUB balcony. A friend's head snapped back as he was hit
by a banana. It was almost hard to watch, but not really.
Everyone was screaming and pushing and yelling, and
when the fire alarms went off things only got worse.
Hundreds of students flooded outside the south
entrance of the SUB and almost immediately fights started
breaking out. I watched a young man wrestle and elude
three security guards. The police arrived and tried to
restore order through loud speakers and intimidation but
failed, and I witnessed more fights. The last day of classes
had turned riotous and uncontrollable, and it was one of
the most beautiful things I had ever seen.
So what can students expect from this year's Midnight
Breakfast? More importantly, am I wrong to romanticize
the events that unfolded, and if not, what effect can the
hazy yet heartfelt remembrance of that night possibly
have?
Previous Midnight Breakfasts, especially those immediately after the uprising, were marred by fire alarms and
smaller pranks, none of which succeeded in inciting
another mini-riot. Security measures were extended and
faculty presence was much more evident, but a myriad of
problems arose which eventually forced the discontinuation of Midnight Breakfast in the second semester of 2003.

Bush's sex-ed agenda leaves
too much to the imagination
tion
proves
I've
effective
in 2006, I
been
doubt it
By Maggie Weed
robbed
will
be
Opinions Writer
statistically signifiLeave it to George W. Bush to jump the gun
cant; a
when it comes to sex. Our president has recently
large
population
of
teens
will
still
have
sex.
assured abstinence education programs $131 milIt is more important to show someone the safe
lion in federal sponsorship. These groups' lectures
preclude birth control and advocate an absti- way of doing something rather than naively praying that he or she does not discover it at all. Sex ed
nence-only route.
Not only does this display Bush's religious offered in public school that encompasses birth
agenda for public schooling, as these programs are control and sexually transmitted disease (STD)
pushing for a "save sex for marriage" message, prevention will probably be the only source of
but it proves his imprudence as a leader, since the such instruction offered to sexually active stueffectiveness of abstinence-only education has dents. A teenager who only learns about abstinence will not know how to prevent STDs or pregnever been proven. In fact, a final report on the
nancy. An educated youth is better than a blind
validity of such education will not be available
youth. Seeing as how there is no evidence that
until 2006.
abstinence-only education
Advocates for Youth, a group
reduces teen sex, pregnancy, or
that provides "young people with
STDs, it is ludicrous that Bush
the tools they need to safeguard
is willing to spend $131 million
their sexual health" as opposed to
Bush's logic never
to support this cause.
ignoring it, recently evaluated ten
ceases to amaze me,
I am not promoting promisstates, including Washington, for
which is quite a feat
cuous sex, as Bush seems to
the effectiveness of abstinencethink groups like Advocates
only education over the course of
since he has so little
for Youth do consistently, but I
seven years, and discovered only
of it.
am questioning Bush's intrudiminutive changes in teenagers'
sion into the public's moral
sexual patterns. Despite this evifiber. If a child is not raised in a
dence against abstinence educareligious family, it is unlikely
tion and despite the lack of evidence supporting it, Bush still promised nearly that he will be responsive to an abstinence lecture
four percent of the $388 billion spending bill to during adolescence.
I think one of the biggest indicators of a logical
such programs.
person
is his or her application of the concept of
Bush's logic never ceases to dazzle me, which
is quite a feat since he has so little of it. He is idealism. Obviously, we all want young people to
choosing his religious ideals — almost all of these make responsible, safe decisions — that is the
abstinence promotion teams are Christian — over ideal situation. However, facts prove that
the safety of America's youth. As the twenty-first teenagers are putting themselves at risk, with or
century populace, I think we can all agree that without a strong, religious example during childhood. We must cater to those teens' personal wellsexual education which promotes safe sex is more
being
by promoting safe, healthy options. Bush is
rational than sexual education which endorses no
misconstruing idealism completely, manipulating
sex.
Half of America's youth is sexually active. it to his own religious beliefs and discounting the
Roughly 50 percent of high school students have physical safety of 50 percent of America's youth.
Maggie Weed's last name is WEED.
sex before graduation. Preaching about abstinence
will not make this go away, no matter how much
Bush wants it to. Even if abstinence-only educa-

Total abstinence is a fantasy —
and not a good one

Although I wasn't here last year, I'm glad to see the
reemergence of Midnight Breakfast, an event that represents a welcoming and much-needed school tradition.
Unfortunately for the school, the potential for disaster
and destruction follows every individual through all
moments of life, as close as one's shadow and as uncontrollable as one's future. Thus, anything from peaceful
singing of Jesus hymns to another uncontainable riot
could occur. Human beings are often incapable of learning
from past experience and I can only hope, with every fiber
of my being, that the last Wednesday of class becomes a
riotous celebration framed by a lack of sensibility and the
willingness to have a good time. I think that after a semester of academic, social and political trials and tribulations
nothing less is deserved. But am I advocating a rebellious
upheaval of a school sponsored event such as Midnight
Breakfast?
Oh, dear God, no. What kind of person would that
make me? But I do think that, because the prospect of selfdestruction is omnipresent, it takes a special kind of person to embrace the idea of personal tragedy, to have the
courage and bravery to know that some amount of
destruction is needed in our lives to create something new.
By destroying what we find to be too comfortable or stifling in our lives, we can embrace new experiences, relationships or new ways of thinking and living.
I don't even think I'm allowed at Midnight Breakfast
anymore, and maybe this is my senior.sentimentality talking, but I hope that the• last Wednesday of class will stand
as a night of remembrance, even in a small way. I wish this
not for myself, but for the freshmen, sophomores and juniors who were unable to experience what many of us did
that night, and I can only hope they exude a foolhardy
sense of personal courage that embraces destruction and
disaster as a catalyst for creating something new and
memorable.
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Bobby Farrington was not, I repeat, was NOT the Midnight
Breakfast Uprising instigator.

Letter to the

Editor
Student voted based on conscience,
compassion rather than campaigns
To the editor:
In response to Giorgio Ca fiero's letter, 1 think it's clear that we ALL
expected that the campaigns of BOTH the Democratic and
Republican candidates would involve ridiculous amounts of funding, character attacks, and general ugliness. That is not in question,
as Mr. Cafiero would surely agree.
What IS in question is whether 60% Of registered voters decided to
vote this year based on who had the better campaign. I did not. I
voted based on what I have seen of the incumbent over the last tour
years. I voted in consideration of my newborn niece and her generation, who will pay off our ballooning deficit. I also voted with my
peers in mind, who have just seen further slashes in college financial
aid. I also voted in the interests of my parents, who will remain
dependent on me and my two sisters until their deaths. I also voted
in support of women, minorities, and the poor, not because I "know
what it's like" or "know what they want," but because it is simply the
right thing to do. I also voted m remembrance of the victims of the
9/11 attacks, the victims of bombs in Afghanistan, the 100,000 people
killed in Iraq thus far during American invasion and occupation. I
even voted based on how much of the ‘world wanted me to vote. This
is not high-minded 'intellectualism.' This is not spite or hatred or
even fear.
Mine was a vote of conscience, of love. I tried to vote in harmony
with my beliefs. I was not alone in this. But to sling animosity at populations that vote out of conscience, NOT political manipulation, is as
sick as throwing paint on a campaign sign. Our current pluralistic
democracy is ripe for such attacks. This is not a call for pacifism. This
is a demand for understanding in an Age of Consequence. Instinct
dictates hatred. Conscience has no room for that
It wasn't too long ago that protesting war was unfashionable, too.
I should know; I was there. Conscience found a voice then. It will
now. I hope Mr. Cafiero recognizes this

--Steve Larson, Social Justice Peer Minister

Send us your thoughts.
Submit a
Letter to the Editor to
trailops@ups.edu
by 5 p.m. Monday
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I'm dreaming of much less Christmas
By Chris Van Vechten

Opinions Writer
Poinsettias and holly, R&B carols and fat men we call
"jolly." Halloween is barely over and already it's beginning to feel a lot like Christmas — and that's not a mistake.
As I make my way through the many shopping malls
and retail outlet stores each December, I can't help but feel
as though I've wandered into a communist state. Aside
from the suspicious overuse of the color red, holiday shoppers are forced to stand in long, stagnant lines for hours in
hopes of getting essentially the same "high quality" gift as
the one they will in turn receive on Christmas morning.
Yet, as in the former Soviet Union, the mall's employees
and even some of the shoppers feign a sense of euphoria
and satisfaction in the name of a so-called common "holiday spirit." In truth, it is really a mask worn to appease the
murderous whims of the commercial executives and other
suits who inevitably pollute the idealistic theory of
Christmas every year in favor of their own personal greed.
These unnamed members of an elite bourgeoisie pose
as comrades of the Christmas philosophy while simultaneously attempting to undermine it through the calculated influence and precise manipulation of not only our holiday sentiments, but also, more importantly, our spending
habits. This is orchestrated through a dizzying array of
propaganda, which can take the form of anything from
pageants and ice capades to concerts, movies and countless other exploits. The Macy's Thanksgiving Day Parade,
the traditional kickoff for the 25-day holiday shopping
season, is a good example of such propaganda.
No, children, it wasn't the Grinch who stole Christmas.
Christmas was stolen by the same people who brought us
Barbie and Tickle-Me Elmo, long before any of us were
even born.

As with any day's costs exceed its benefits. Aside from the stress, the
communist commercialism, the hypocrisy, the extra 15 pounds, the relshock
state, the gov- atives and the endless cycle of Christmas concerts, plays
ernment has a and movies — not to mention the trivial battles with the
and
direct hand in it ACLU regarding whether or not a nativity scene can be
awe
all. Trail readers erected on public property — the increased percentage of
may remember suicidal thoughts from loneliness and depression and the
that after the increased number of household fires caused by faulty or
9/11 attacks misused Christmas lights and forgotten holiday dinners
and the economic recession of 2001, the President left in the oven, it's just one big disappointment.
So am I suggesting that we abolish Christmas? No. I
appeared on national television and told America it was
our "patriotic duty" to go out and spend money that never make any unrealistic suggestions. Sadly, without the
Christmas. Readers may also remember that in May of full support of the UN, Christmas will always be a scourge
2004, when asked about what was going to be done about to our December; a lash on our backs, thrown with as
much fervor and enthusiasm as the
the nation's rising gas prices, the
whip Santa uses to drive his magic
President assured us that the moresleigh. But for the love of God, can't we
than-$2-a-gallon national average
just tone it down a little?
was but a temporary surge that
would be naturally assuaged after the
Am I such a Scrooge for suggesting
No, children, it wasn't
demand for domestic travel
that we take a more critical look at the
the Grinch who stole
decreased following the Memorial
holiday season this Christmas; to
Christmas.
It was stolen
Day weekend. He has yet to suggest
encourage people to start asking why?
by the same people who
that the Fourth of July will galvanize
For instance, why do we send cards
our troops, thus bringing America
and even gifts to people we don't care
brought us Barbie and
about? Why do we decorate the tree the
total victory in Iraq, but considering
Tickle-Me Elmo.
same way every year? Why do we have
the way his administration chooses to
refrain from actually taking an active
a tree at all? Why do we continue to
perpetuate holiday traditions that hold
role in the nation's trials ...
no meaning for us during the rest of the
If you haven't already guessed,
I'm not really much of a fan of Christmas. And no, it's not
year? Why is each Christmas the same as the one before?
because I'm Jewish. In truth, Hanukkah is an even bigger
And why do we always feel that sense of dissatisfaction
crock then the supposed day of Christ's birth, but at least
and emptiness when it's all over?
we can admit it.
• Transfurkey Chris Van Vechten is a sassy little fellow. For
If you ever get around to making a pros and cons list
reals. Sassy.
for Christmas, you'll soon realize just how much the holi-

Editorial Policy: Columns do not necessarily represent the opinions of The Tra'I. The Trail encourages all readers to respond to
articles or important issues by writing a letter to the editor. Columns and letters in the Opinions section are printed at the discretion of the editorial board. The Trail reserves the right to refuse anything that is submitted for publication. Letters must be
signed with a full name and phone number, should contain fewer than 300 words, and are due no later than 5 p.m. on Mondays.
Letters may be e-mailed to trail@ups.edu or delivered through the mail to Campus Mailbox 1095.
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Thumb
Our view of life on campus

****************************

HEY
YOU!
The Snontitill Cwtt,
pitt card Is
anib asy
atir itmtwasee. law
OWN ID

... Don't forget to pick
up your copy of the fall
edition of Crosscurrents
Literary magazine
Monday and Tuesday in
the SUB...
****************************

Women's soccer coming within one
penalty kick of the national championship.
Fountain removal.

Leftovers! Turkey pizza, anyone?

Unnecessary ribbonry. Let's have an
umbrella ribbon in support of all
ribbons.

Frost. It's crunchy!

Pre-December Christmas decorations.

The cute little mice in the SUB.

Deciding recounts by actual votes. We
humbly suggest jello wrestling.
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Peter Pan comes to life in 'Neverland',
"Finding Neverland" offers a new
spin on the classic tale of "Peter Pan"
By Rachel Decker

A&E Editor
Peter Pan, Tinkerbell, Captain Hook, Smee, hell, even
Nana the dog, are all here.
This story isn't your normal rendition of Peter Pan
though.
Sure, she (because Peter Pan is always played by a girl;
where's that logic?) still flies and Tinkerbelle still needs
you to believe, but it's only one small part of a much larger story
"Finding Neverland," the latest from Marc Foster
("Monster's Ball"), is the story of J.M. Barrie's journey
while writing "Peter Pan." Loosely based on the play,
"The Man Who Was Peter Pan," written by Allen Knee, it
follows Barrie's life from his beginning inspirations right
up until the play's debut. Barrie, played by Johnny Depp,
is somewhat of a snooze when it comes to play writing, as
the movie's first scene documents one of his earlier flops.
It is shortly thereafter that Barrie meets Sylvia Llewelyn
Davies, a widow with four adventurous boys. Sylvia,
played by the beautiful Kate Winslet, and her boys entice
Barrie from the beginning, and the movie weaves the tale
of their friendship, later becoming the inspiration for
"Peter Pan." Interwoven within the story is Barrie's own
marriage, which is somewhat in a state of despair, what
with the differing sleeping arrangements and social aspirations. In a nutshell, she cares, he doesn't. Unfortunately,
it is further affected by Barrie's friendship with the Davies
family.
Most of the film centers on Barrie's relationship with
the Davies' boys, seeing as they are his inspiration for
"Peter Pan." Barrie, somewhat of a kid at heart (okay, a
pretty big kid at heart), indulges in playing fantasy games
with the boys, such as cowboys and Indians and of course,
pirates. What's nice though, is that the scenes aren't overdone — Foster nicely blurs the line between reality and
Barrie's play.
Other famous names light up the screen. Dustin
Hoffman has his own little cameo, as Barrie's American
producer, who is wonderfully sarcastic and skeptical. He
is quite skeptical of Barrie's magical fairies, ("There are ...
fairies? And pirates? People pay money to see these, you
know," he complains,) but puts up the money anyway.
Julie Christie also donates her presence, in the form of

the evil grandmother. In a very convincing role, she plays
the Davies' grandmother, who immediately disapproves
of Barrie and lays out the rules of the road for all four boys.
It is no surprise that Barrie starts to draw from her the
character of Captain Hook. (Yes, she has all ten fingers!
Metaphorically, he draws from her! Jeez.)
Winslet portrays Sylvia Davies beautifully and warmly,
acting with a firm but gentle hand in disciplining the boys,
and the interaction between Depp and Winslet is much in
the same fashion — one might criticize the movie for not
having more of a love story between the two, but it is this
great friendship that writes the story of "Peter Pan."
There is one very nice scene between Depp and
Winslet, in which he recounts to her the death of his brother. Because Davies has recently lost her husband, Barrie
says he can understand losing the death of a loved one.
He goes on to tell her that to cheer up his mother, he
dressed up in his brother's clothes, as if to pretend his
brother had returned. Winslet and Depp play this delightfully, fully conveying the sadness of the situation. They're
transported into a lovely little world they've created — a
world where they can lose themselves in innocence
they've lost along the way.
Although the cast is rounded out with large names, it is
the performance of one much less-known actor that steals
the show. Freddie Highmore shines as the emotionally
torn and fragile Peter Davies. It seems as though Peter
hasn't quite gotten over the death of his father, and is slow
and reluctant to let Barrie into his world. There is one
tense scene between the two during a game of cowboys
and Indians where Barrie, in full fantasy mode, says, "Go
now my son," to which Peter replies, "You're not my
father!" Ouch.
But it does get better. Peter becomes greatly interested
in Barrie's writing and even attempts a play of his own. In
a nicely orchestrated attempt, all four boys, clad in homemade costumes, perform Peter's play up until their mother has a coughing attack and all attention is focused on the
seriousness of her cough. In a very tense scene, Barrie
finds Peter smashing and breaking all of the costumes and
props, in a complete and utter (but much needed) emotional breakdown. Highmore shines the most here, in his
ability to have complete control over the scene, and yet
portray such raw emotion.
The best scene in the movie comes after the opening of
the play, as a crowd member says to Peter, "Did I hear
your name was Peter? Why ... you're Peter Pan!" Peter
turns to the woman and says, "I'm not Peter pan! He is!"
as he points to Barrie. It's perfectly delivered and sweet,
as the true character of Barrie (which is implied but not

really overstated until this moment) is revealed. In Barrie
is a young boy who never wanted to grow up. (Cliché, yes!
But it's still so very true.)
Overall, the movie is warm and enjoyable, and Foster
paints a fairly realistic and pretty picture of Barrie. It's not
all smooth sailing — certainly it's a tense household over
at the Barrie's, and death is always a sore subject, especially when concerned with such young souls. But this
makes the film all that more real.
Depp is equally convincing in his role. This is a far cry
from Captain Jack Sparrow or creepy Edward
Scissorhands. Instead, Depp plays a rather subdued
Barrie, but at the same time, a quite compelling and corn- a
passionate one at that. One also can't ignore the three
other Davies boys, who each contribute equally convincing roles. The youngest, and by far the cutest, has a little
tiny whisper lisp, and the oldest takes on a rather mature
role towards the movie's conclusion.
We'll see what happens at Oscar time (there's been
some buzz about Depp). For now, go see "Finding
Neverland." It's actually worth that $9.50 that some theatres will charge you.
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Rachel Decker wants to meet this Freddie kid.

Photo courtesy of nypost.com

I CAN FLY! Johnny Depp and Freddie Highmore star in

Take a study br

"Finding Neverland."

ALL ABOARD
ANTIQUE CO.

The Machinist (R)

in Puyallup at
412 East Main
OPEN 10AM-5PM

Daily: 4:10, 6:30, 9:30
Sat/Sun: 12:00, 2:05, 4:10, 6:30, 9:30
THE BLUE
MOUSE THEATRE

Kinsey (R)
Daily: 4:45, 7:00, 9:15
Sat/Sun: 12:15, 2:30, 4:45, 7:00, 9:15

Showing This Week:
Napoleon Dynamite
Rated PG

Sideways (R)
Daily: 4:15, 6:45, 9:05
Sat/Sun: 12:45, 4:15, 6:45, 9:05
L • viva
ri• • %OW I I 111.M•if
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Nightly @ 7:00 pm
Saturday and
Sunday matinee @
4:00 pm

FILM SERIES

Fri & Sat @ 1 1:47pm:

Die Hard

(1988,R)

Tickets are only $5 with your current student ID!

ma

606 Fawcett Ave 253-593-4474 I grandcinema.com

Saturday at Midnight
Rocky Horror
Picture Show
Only $5

2611 North Proctor
Tacoma, Washington

From Armoires to
Wicker/Rhinestones to
Lamps adn Primitives
Galore

Located on railroad
tracks by The
Powerhouse & within
sight of Meeker
Mansion

Vegetarians and carnivores agree:
Bamboo Garden is delicious for all
three, for what our server called "kiss the
sun." One spice enthusiast in our group
nearly ordered a level three, but decided on
a two and found it plenty spicy, thank you
very much.
Our server was attentive, polite and
By Todd Johnson
funny, joking with us openly and bringing
A&E Writer
our food with a smile.
The portion sizes at Bamboo Garden are
Just a few blocks north of Seattle Center,
generous, served on large platters that allow
Bamboo Garden Vegetarian Cuisine serves
the customers to serve themselves and
up top-notch authentic Chinese food for the
share.
vegetarian public.
Even if you're hungry, you'll probably
Everything on the menu, except the for- have plenty of leftovers to help you build
tune cookies, is completely free of animal fond memories the next day.
products, but there's no doubt that even a
Since the restaurant is popular, reservameat-eater can appreciate the delicious food tions are a good idea, especially if you're
and culture that Bamboo Garden provides.
hoping for one of the
I caught a ride to
private rooms.
Bamboo Garden with
The prices at Bamboo
UPSTART, the campus
Garden are more than
animal rights activist
reasonable.
"The crispy rolls of fried tofu
group, and found
Most of the appetizchicken served in a bed of
myself seated comforters run between $3.25
savory gravy with garnishes
ably in a spacious,
and $4.95. Soup for one
left me wanting more before I
well-lit room decoratperson is between $3.40
had even swallowed the first
ed with traditional
and $4.50, depending on
bite."
Chinese art.
your choice.
The atmosphere is
The entrées that
at the classy end of
include faux meat and
casual. You could
poultry range from
bring a group of
$6.95 to $9.85. Rice and vegetable-based
friends, a date or your family with equal dishes are under seven dollars.
comfort.
The beverage list includes tea for only 50
In addition to the open dining areas, cents a person, and soda, juice and mineral
semi-closed-off rooms with exquisite art- water for around a dollar and a half.
work on the walls are available for large
Alcoholic beverages are also available for
groups.
three or four dollars. In addition to tradiThe tables at Bamboo Garden are pre-set
tional cocktails, Bamboo Garden offers sevwith forks and knives. Disposable wooden eral house cocktails with names like Happy
chopsticks are available upon request.
Buddha.
I started the night off right with an appeIn the off chance that you'll have room
tizer of pot stickers, tasty little fried pockets for dessert, you can choose from fruit sorbet
of vegetables with sweet-and-sour sauce or
($1.50) and two kinds of pudding ($3.50 and
fiery Chinese mustard for dipping (be care- $3.75). Personally, I barely had the strength
ful, the mustard is harsh stuff).
left to eat the complimentary fortune cookIn addition, several of the group mem- ies and orange slices that come at the end of
bers raved over the corn chowder, a comeach meal.
mon favorite at the restaurant. I found it
You can find the full menu and directions
pleasant enough, but it couldn't compare to
online at bamboogarden.net .
the upcoming dishes.
Whether you're a vegetarian, a Chinese
As a halfway point between appetizer
food enthusiast or just looking for a great
and entrée, the gourmet fried rice set a high
meal, check out Bamboo Garden and you
standard for the rest of the meal. A delicious will not be disappointed.
mixture of rice, vegetables and tofu chicken
The combination of delicious food, beauthat tasted like the real thing, it left me excittiful decorations and friendly staff makes it
ed to think what would come next.
a dining experience to be savored.
My chicken chow mein combined vegBamboo Garden Vegetarian Cuisine is
etables and tofu chicken with Chinese noo- located at 364 Roy Street in Seattle and is
dles and a blend of spices that took the meal open daily from 11:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m.
to the next level.
If you're interested in animal rights or
As good as the chow mein was, the just want to hear about more great vegetaralmond-fried chicken somehow managed to
ian restaurants, UPSTART meets
top it. The crispy rolls of fried tofu chicken Wednesdays at 8:00 p.m. in the SUB lounge.
served in a bed of savory gravy with garTodd Johnson is not excited for the Christmas
nishes left me wanting more before I had
season.
even swallowed the first bite.
Bamboo Garden offers its main dishes
with a spiciness scale from one, for mild, to

Seattle's Bamboo Garden
offers a full, but tasty, vegetarian menu
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THE PIMP
10. MATERIAL GIRL
By Madonna
By Keith Ferguson
A&E Columnist
I remember we were on some
monstrous, metal piece of playground equipment—the kind of perilous monstrosity that left kids with
broken arms and legs, and then was
eventually replaced by a set of foam
steps and a slide, with embarrassing,
oversized tic-tac-toe tiles on the side.
Anyway, it was after school and
we were all just hanging out that day,
waiting for our parents to pick us up.
And she swung out of nowhere, I
don't think I had ever seen her before.
But then there she was.
Her name may have been Kara,
but I don't remember to be honest. In
any case, it was official; then and
there she became my first crush. I was
six, maybe seven; she was a grade
ahead of me. And I don't have a single memory of her other than this
one.
But right then, I had a hunch —
nothing big or prophetic or unique —
just a gut-feeling that this incident
could not possibly be the only one of
its kind.
I knew it was the first in a series. I
knew back then, on that dangerous
monkey-bar, death-trap thing, that
Karas would be swinging out of
nowhere for years to come.
And they have.
The earlier ones — girls like Kara
and later Brooke and Megan — are a
bit fuzzy in my mind. 1 remember
their respective roles in my life more
than I really remember them, per se.
(Granted, it was elementary school
and everyday I was bombarded with
new information: the pledge, long
division, Drug Abuse Resistance
Education. It makes sense that the
darlings of elementary school would
take a back seat to these other comparatively more important life matters.)
Sixth grade was really the turning
point for me though. I can still see the
faces of the girls I liked between 1994
and 1997 quite well.
They're no longer just names or
mere notions of people that I vaguely
recall. They're more tangible than
those others. They're people, with
hobbies and siblings and favorite
songs, and I can still generally
remember them.
In fact, 1 think it's possible that I
remember these girls in large part
because I still recall the music they
loved, back when I was more or less
positive that I loved them.
And I mean it. I always called it
love. Who knows, maybe it was—
even now I am not so sure I understand the ins and outs of attraction.
But I know that each time a crush
developed I was invested andHcOnfTdent and cool. Or at least the --hot two
I paid attention to what these girls
said and did and liked. I didn't try to
pay attention, either. I just did
because they were intriguing to me
and so things just sort of stuck. Like
favorite songs.
Music was key for me. I thought
that if I was going to win over any
hearts I was going to need the poetry
and melodies they loved on my side,
working for me.
So when they would lose their
minds over Mariah Carey, I took

notice.
"Music Box" was
the first CD to enter
my collection because I
was in love with a girl.
And I listened to it and
loved her everyday for
a series of weeks in the
fall of 1994.
After time, I stopped talking to her
altogether and passed Ms. Carey on
to my little sister. But a trend began.
To this day my collection is freckled.
by maybe a dozen or so CDs that
earned their place thanks to some
Gap-perfume-wearing girl, who was
the end of the world, as far as I was
concerned.
After "Music Box" it was the
"Reality Bites" soundtrack. Then in
high school I added Brian Setzer
Orchestra, Cake, Save Ferris, Dire
Straits and one R.E.M. album (Whith
was going to buy anyway ., really)''all
because a girl that I happened to
think everything of just happened to
like a song by the artists.
It's not an ugly list either, which I
still think speaks to the quality of
these girls. It's not as if LFO or
Enrique Inglesias is on this list.
However, I will admit that I did
purchase a copy of LeAnn Rime's single "How Can 1 Live Without You"
because some girl thought it was,
like, totally beautiful, you know?
Of all the albums I bought due to
some young love interest, none
stands out more for me, than
Madonna's "Immaculate Collection."
The girl that ultimately went on to
be The Girl It) End All Girls (at least
until college) listened to Madonna.
She played cards with her girlfriends
and had these big brown eyes and
would call me to come over sometimes.
And she listened to Madonna.
Pretty soon, I did too.
I remember "Material Girl" was
playing and she was singing with her
girlfriends and playing cards and I
knew that it was an important
moment. It was just like when Kara
came flying at me On the playground
a decade earlier.
Something sort of clicked in me,
and I decided that the next day 1
NVOLIld
buy whatever CD had
"Material Girl" on it and learn about
Madonna, in turn convincing the
brown-eyed-girl that I was worth her
time, worth her heart.
Time passed, things happened
between us — some good, some bad.
And while I don't think my owning
"The Immaculate Collection" had
much to do with it, it probably didn't
hurt either.
I look at my collection now, and
even though these girls have come
and gone, becoming occasional
friendly e-mails or coffees to me, the
music they loved is still with me, and
in fact, I love a lot of it.
Each girl introduced me to somethingnew,„a few words that sounded
perfect every time they were sung or
a rhythm that would stay in my head
all day.
And even though each has more or
less become relegated to the past,
they still matter to me because I can't
imagine my collection without Dire
Straits or Cake. Or even, the Material
Girl herself.
Keith Ferguson wants to Say to
WhOTe'Ver prints in the library under
"TURD FERGUSON" that it alwaus
throws him for a loop.

Photo courtesy of bamboogarden.net

THOSE PANDAS ARE LINING UP—Bamboo Garden, located in Seattle, offers a menu

void of animal products that is sure to delight both animal lovers and vegetarians.
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No Doubt about it: Stefani's
solo project is a musical flop
By Rastko Starcevic

A&E Writer
No Doubt may be one of the
greatest ska-rock bands of the last
decade. Since becoming the lead
singer of No Doubt in 1987, Gwen
Stefani has redefined musical genres and outright shaken the foundations of our musical culture.
In her thriving career with No
Doubt, Stefani has earned well
over $30 million in record sales,
won several musical awards and
amassed a huge crowd of loyal
supporters.
Her recently released and
much anticipated debut solo
album, "Love.Angel.Music.Baby,"
has enlisted some of the most
prominent names in the music
industry, such as Dr. Dre, Eve and
Andre 3000.
It doubtlessly will be a very
talked about record in the upcoming months.
It is important to understand
that this album is totally different
from No Doubt's material. If you
plan on purchasing this album in
hopes of hearing a No Doubt-ish
sound, you should definitely
bypass this record and go listen to
"Tragic Kingdom" or one of No
Doubt's other musical charms.
There is not even a slight association between the sounds of the
two. So if Gwen Stefani doesn't
sound anything like No Doubt on
her debut solo album, what exactly does she sound like?
Stefani's
side
project,
"Love .Angel. Music. Baby"
is
above anything a dance disc. It
doesn't have the usual guitars and

bass, but rather synthesized the one and only reason anyone
drums and various techno sounds.
would buy this album is because it
It is in many ways a cheesy is by Gwen Stefani. If she were a
bubble gum pop dance record. newcomer to the musical world,
Stefani goes from lyrically chal- she would be ridiculed beyond
lenged rap songs to badly pro- imagination for the release of such
duced 80's dance garbage; Stefani
a horrible album with such pitiful
is by all means a bitter disappoint- lyrical and musical content.
ment. While it t is by all means
Stefani seems to have fallen vicawful, I still have hope that she tim to the fame of "big stardom,"
will come back to her senses. It is and releasing this CD seems to be
admirable, but in my opinion she looking for an easy way to make
should definitely stick to making more money and promote her
music with No Doubt.
fashion line, conveniently named
With the exception of three
"Love.Angel.Music.Baby." All we
tracks, there is nothing worth lis- can do is hope that she realizes her
tening to on this CD. Every other mistake and sticks with No Doubt.
song sounds like a repulsive mix She will no doubt be embarrassed
of every other talent-less and a few years from now for releasing
thoughtless rap song that has been
this. In fact I'm embarrassed for
already been done.
her.
The highlight, if you can call
Rastko Starcevic waits for the
them that, would be the songs,
return of disco.
"Cool," "Danger Zone" and "Real
Thing." They bring back the dance
music of the
80s. The rest of
the record is
simply ghastly.
It will be
impossible to
ever forgive
Stefani for
releasing those
songs, especially "Bubble Pop
Electric,"
which is in my
opinion perhaps the most
laughable song
I have ever
heard.
Photo courtesy of amazon.com
In the end, it
LOVE.ANGEL.MUSIC.BABY.BARF.—Gwen
is safe to say that Stefani's latest album leaves much to be desired.

•
Kinkade & Son

FINE JEWELRY
2310 Mildred Street West #136
Narrows Plaza -Near the Keg 565-0595
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IMPACT
A new film from Warren Miller
Dec. 8 @ 8PM
Schneebeck Concert Hall
Tons of raffle prizes will be given out, including
gear from REI, 3 pairs of lift tickets to the Summit
and more!
Tickets are free and available at the Info center
starting Dec. 6. Raffle tickets are $1 each.

Point Defiance lights up Christmas
By Lan Nguyen

cient.

"We starting using green power in 2001, which is
power made from alternative energy sources such as
For the holiday season, Point Defiance Zoo wants its windmills, and (is) non-polluting. At the same time,
visitors to experience its exhibits in a whole new light.
we've been trying to replace current lights with the
By the glow of 600,000 hand-crafted light displays, more energy-efficient LED lights. So we're up to about
that is.
to 50 percent on that, which means we've cut our
For the 17th straight year, the Zoo is holding its annu- energy consumption by more than half," added Cox.
al event, Zoolights, which opened Nov. 26. The event will
The display also features the new Asian Forest
continue until Jan. 2, from 5 p.m. to 9 p.m. each day, with Sanctuary of the Zoo, which opened on July 1. The
the exception of Dec. 1, Christmas Eve and Christmas Asian Forest Sanctuary is a five-acre exhibit features
Day.
Sumatran Tigers, White-Cheeked Gibbons, Siamangs
(a primate species), Malayan Tapir, Anoa (small Asian
The Tacoma News Tribune raves about the exhibit.
"Fifty miles of lights and seven miles of extension Bovid), Crested PqTcupines, Tragopan Pheasants, and
cords ... twisted, hung and placed just so to create Asian Small Clawed-Otters in settings such as a waterfall and bamboo forest. This
dozens of lighted animal figyear's Zoolights icon is a tiger
urines. There are hopping kangaconstellation in honor of Jaya
roos, crouching tigers, Canada
and Suriya, the Sumatran tigers
geese taking flight and bears in
who
inhabit the new sanctuary.
search of honey. Nursery rhyme
"We started with a few light disThe
Zoo will also feature live
characters, such as the Cheshire
plays, and unlike other zoos, our
entertainment for most
Cat and the Cow that Jumped
staff designed and built all of the
evenings, photos with zoo aniOver the Moon are situated by
displays. We've been adding every
mals, warm beverages, snacks
the petting zoo, and beloved
year. It has become a very spectacu
and holiday shopping. Visitors
local landmarks such as 'Mount
lar display."
also can enjoy the new Plaza
Rainier and the Narrows Bridge
—Caroline Cox
Café and gift shop, as well as
adorn zoo trails," the Tribune
Point Defiance zoo public relations
being among the first to pass
said.
coordinator,
through the Zoo's new front
Carolyn Cox, the zoo's public
entry into the World Plaza.
relations coordinator, said that
The new facilities are part of
the idea of Zoolights originated
the Zoo improvements financed
at a zoo in Cleveland, Ohio.
"We were members of the American Zoo and by a $35 million bond issue approved by Tacoma votAquarium Association, and the staff at the time was ers in 1999.
The Zoo advises that visitors come early during the
intrigued with what the other zoo was doing. The staff
Zoolights run to avoid large crowds (Dec. 15-23 is
also thought it would be a great idea to increase attenespecially busy). Weeknights, especially Monday
dance in the wintertime," she said.
Over the years, Zoolights has built itself up to become through Wednesday, are less busy than other nights.
Advance tickets, priced at $4, are on sale at Bartell
quite a community tradition.
"We started with a few light displays, and unlike drugstores in Pierce and South King counties. A list of
other zoos, our staff designed and built all of the dis- participating store locations is available at pdza.org .
plays. We've been adding every year. It has become a Advance tickets can also be purchased during Zoo
operating hours at the front gate. Tickets purchased
very spectacular display," Cox said.
Along with making the displays more spectacular, the night of show are $4.50.
Zoo has been striving to make the event more energy effiLan Nguyen dreams in brightly colored lights.

A&E Writer

Photo Curtesy of tacomaparks.com

LIGHTS OF THE CITY—Point Defiance Zoo hosts its

17th annual "Zoo Lights," which runs from now until
Sunday, Jan.2.
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I could be dead by noon!

You know

Skeptics shocked as new study confirms existence of death after life
Long time debate finally settled by conclusive scientific
data
By Parturius Longfellow
Combat Zone Science and Medicine
Correspondent
This week the Harvard Medical
Institue released the results of a longrunning study confirming the existence of death after life. A staggering
barrage of data has been released,
leaving both the faithful and the cynical shocked and amazed. Though the
debate has raged since the earliest
philosophers raised the question, it
has never been supported with anything but conjecture and hypothesis.
For better or for worse, it seems that
both sides will finally have to accept
the fact that there is something waiting for all of us after life: death.
The study was conducted by an
elite team of the nation's top minds,
but the final report was authored by
research supervisor Dr. Roger
Maxwell Jameson, a professor of
anthropology from Harvard

University in Cambridge, Mass. "Our
results were even more conclusive
than we'd hoped," he explained in a
recent press conference. "Through a
long-winded series of surveys, observations, and historical analyses, we
determined that for almost every
human since the dawn of time, dying
has been their final activity."
Apparently the results would have
been perfect, but for the interference
of a few exceptional cases. "We figured there would be a couple wild
cards," Jameson added. "Characters
like Tupac Shakur, John F. Kennedy,
Jesus, and Jimmy Hoffa really f*****
up our game. Some people will tell
you that they're special, but they're
not, those bastards. Some people just
have to get out of line. That's how
they are."
Campus response to the findings
has been thoroughly mixed. Leslie
Naylor, president of the Student Jesus
Alliance, says that her group wasn't
quite sure what official response to
issue. "At first we were like, 'Hell
yeah, that's what we've been saying
the whole time, — she commented.
"Then we thought about it, and were

After a few weeks on the D.L. everyone's
favorite column is back. Now what's happening in the news that doesn't need to he
spun by a newsman to be funny?

Photo courtesy google.com

SCIENCE IN ACTION— Lots of

fancy science gear was used in the discovery of death after life.
a little irritated. The SJA takes these
things seriously, and now we're pretty sure we disagree after all. For the
moment."
Ron Laslow, the captain of the
Biology Student's Friendship Alliance
Fellowship issued an official statement regarding the findings. "I can't
believe people spent money on this
s***." The Combat Zone thinks that's
an agreement with the findings, but is
unable to say as of press time.

Mr. Longfellow believes in the power
and glory of progress.

Contrary to popular belief, UPS School of
Law not in decline or in danger of decline
Medium and message
By Naughn D. Nile
Combat Zone Political Spin Artist
Pesky campus rumormongers
insist that the UPS Law School has
disappeared, but official spokespeople from one end of Jones Hall to
another have debunked this scuttlebutt.
From publicist Erica Blair, The
Trail learned that, far from perishing,
the law school is flourishing. "The
law school has a state-of-the-art
building, an engaged student body, a
burgeoning base of alumni and alumnae, and a far better relationship with
university administration than ever
before," observed Ms. Blair. "What 's
more, the relationship of the law
school to both undergraduates and
faculty has never been closer. The
statement that Puget Sound's Law
School is in decline is not accurate."

_
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Ad man Che Lobby noted that
Puget Sound's offerings in law had
neither grown nor declined since
1996. "The Curriculum Committee
has approved not one change in ten
years! Like the proverbial Jacob
Marley — of whom we should all be
thinking during this holiday season
— the Law School has been in a stable
state as to coursework vis-à-vis
jurisprudence and adjudication, legal
theory and legal praxis, and hue and
cry. Nothing could be further from
the truth than to claim that Puget
Sound's Law School has changed in
any way on any day."
Presidential aide Dagwood
Bumstead said that he did not understand how such rumors arose. "The
Law School is not declining. It's actually conjugating."
However, Chris Custo de Etipsos,
custodian, observed that, "The Law
School is not in decline. It's in
Seattle!"
Informed that our law school had

been sold to Seattle University in
1993, Mr. Bumstead replied,
"Actually, the University transferred
sponsorship of the law school in
return for valuable consideration.
You cannot say we sold it."
Dr. Lobby did not differ with Mr.
Bumstead. "Had we sold our law
school, even for more than nine million dollars, I would have expected
the law professors to protest or even
to sue. Why wasn't it in the newspaper? Why didn't main campus take
notice in 1993?"
Ms. Blair followed up, "Wouldn't
it make more sense for the head of the
law school to address this issue, if it
were an issue, which it is not and
never has been?"
The Trail could not reach the dean
of the law school because he or she
maintains no offke in Jones Hall.

Mr. Nile hopes that, like a good stripper, he can change the world one article
at a time.

Fun with learning
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The terrorists hate
our freedom
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As plans move forward for the new and improved Thompson Hall, many students have found themselves wondering what sorts of changes they'll be seeing
around campus in the upcoming months. Here are a few of the Combat Zone's
predictions:
Cloning stations located randomly around campus.
Stem cell donation booths parked in front of all freshman dorms.
Airtight Bio-Bubble encapsulating campus a la that awful Pauly Shore movie.
Famed (sort of) Museum of Natural History will be temporarily moved to SUB.
Wyatt Hall and Music Building to be annexed in the formation of Thompson
particle accelerator.
We're still waiting for that saw mill promised by the gym/library merger.
Corpse from under Thompson fountain will be hung from tree in a testament to
progress and innovation.

)

?,

This week President George W. Bush
made the first official visit of his presidency to Canada, our own little slice
of Europe just to the north. In a break
with tradition, however, he refused to
speak before the House of Commons
because they have been know to
loudly heckle speakers with whom
they do not agree, like him.

President Bush announces new plan
for defense of Western Hemisphere
Contractors erroneously uproot Jones
Fountain
Spo s writer gets sir on pants in gallant effort o plunge john in Trail bathIm
Founding fa t
S Ina
sweat from ro
g in

.art tob k
es

Freshman rents tux to attend stleOlds self wildly out of place

Special Featurette
Student mourns tragic cyberdeath of tragic cyber-buddy
When a concerned mom pulled the plug
on her son's internet account, a student
lost a friend.

,

Last week UPS student Paul Smyth, otherwise known as Lumberjack899, was heartbroken to hear that his Tuesday afternoon
chat with the man he know only as
SidewindR007 would be his last.
Despite his claim to be a 47 year old park
ranger, SidewindR007 was in fact a 12 year
old boy from Renton. His mom was concerned with the amount of time he was
spending online chatting with strangers like
Mr. Smyth.
Though the two never actually met face to
face, they were regarded by other members
of their cyber crew as 'inseparable' and 'totally merged.' According to Smyth, their friendship has been a long and winding road full of
delightful twists and wicked turns. When
asked if he plans to initiate 'real' contact with
his former friend, Smyth seemed concerned
and hesitated before responding: "That would
be like slapping high five with God, and who
would want to do that?"

Disclaimer: The Combat Zone is a work of satire and does not reflect the views or opinions of The Trail, its staff or the administration. In fact, the Combat Zone doesn't really represent the opinions
of anyone.. Please send complaints to trail@ups.edu .
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Surf's up: Loggers win two in Hawaii
The men's basketball team improved to
4-0 with a pair of road victories; have
yet to score under 100 points in a game
this season.
By Will Holden

Sports Writer
Although the UPS men's basketball program was one
of the most successful in the country last year, they have
no plans on gloating about it.
"One of the things we can't become is complacent,"
guard Ryan DeLong said.
"We will play harder than anyone in the country,"
coach Eric Bridgeland said. So with that rallying cry, the
Loggers set out to open their season up in the same fashion as years past.
The expectations are high this year in Logger Land, as
most of the highly touted team of last year returns for yet
another season.
"We have a great core of players returning from last
year. Specifically, Chase Curtiss, Jeremy Cross and Zack
McVey as well as the leadership of Aubrey Shelton and
Chris O'Donnell will be key," Bridgeland said.
But while the expectations are high, newcomer DeLong
sees no reason why they shouldn't be.
"As good as this team is, there should be nothing but
high expectations," DeLong said.
The Loggers look to stay on top with their high-flying,
fast-paced game that averaged 103.5 points a game last
season.
"Our goal is to keep (the game) fast paced," DeLong
said. "It's attack, attack, attack. We want to be in control
of the tempo at all times."
So far the Loggers have been able to do that, as they
have coasted through their first four games averaging 116
points a game and beating their opponents by an average
margin of 20 points.

Kimron Thomas/ASUPS Photo Services

THROW THEM 'BOWS—Newcomer Jordan Beede shows

Karl Malone-esque moves in finding a way to the hoop.

NEED A RIDE TO THE AIRPORT?
END-OF-SEMESTER SEA-TALC

AIRPORT SHUTTLE
SERVICE

The Loggers entered
their own tournament,
the Logger Tip-Off
Classic, against a team
coach Bridgeland is very
familiar with.
Bridgeland coached at
UC Santa Cruz recently
enough to play eight
players from his last
recruiting class this time
around.
Although the emotion
and anticipation for this
game was high "(UC
Santa Cruz) is very athletic, " Bridgeland said,
"and sometimes that
gives our style of play
problems," the outcome
of the game was never in
doubt as UPS rolled 123
Kimron Thomas/ASUPS Photo services
to 92 largely because of
STAR CROSSED LOVERS? Loggers guard Jeremy Cross breaks down his defender on
the seven players who
his way to the basket and an easy two points. Cross leads the Loggers in scoring with 25 ppg.
put up double-digits in
the scoring department.
ing?
The Loggers rode that high energy to the tournament's
"All it means at this point is that people are gunning for
second game, which showcased the visiting La Verne us," DeLong said.
Leopards. The Leopards stuck with the Loggers, and went
So the Loggers are remaining humble and trying to
as far as to tie it going into half time. But the Loggers
improve every day, but that won't stop DeLong from
opened the second half on a scoring binge and in no time expecting the highest.
found themselves with a 15 point lead which they would
"We have our sights set on a national championship. It
increase to 16 by the games end, with the final tally being
doesn't get much bolder than that," Delong said.
123-107. This win was largely aided by the efforts of Zack
Sports Writer Will Holden will make millions selling his
McVey and Aubrey Shelton, who dominated down low brand new video series: "Girls Gone Amish."
and contributed 26 and 19 points respectively.
With their momentum ever increasing, the nationallyranked Loggers and guard Jeremy Cross, NWC Athlete of
the week after UPS' victories in the Tip-Off Classic, headed to Hawaii for yet another tournament, the Surf's Up
Classic, over Thanksgiving.
This tournament was very important to the Loggers ,
who still thought they had aspects of their game to work
on.
"We were looking to clean up our offense and our
press and were able to do just that," DeLong said.
The Loggers dominated the competition, and
Bridgeland tells the story in one simple phrase.
"Jeremy Cross played like an All-American," he said.
The first game saw the Loggers replay UC Santa Cruz,
a team they weren't too impressed with in their first meeting and again downed the Banana Slugs, this time by a
score of 102-89, on the wings of a 19 point game from
DeLong and a 27 point game from Cross.
The second game offered a new opponent for the
Loggers, but a very similar result. The Loggers ran
California Lutheran University out of the gym, 116-96, as
Cross filled up the scoreboard with 36 points.
Yet even though the Loggers have rolled through the
opening of this young season, DeLong promises that this
team's ceiling has not yet been reached, "We need to
prove something every day," he said.
Kimron Thomas/ ASUPS Photo Services.
Coach Bridgeland's thoughts on what his team can do
SHINE YOUR HEAD FOR A NICKEL?—Forward
to improve? "(Just) focus."
Aubrey Shelton lowers his shoulder into an opponent as he
And as for the Loggers new number 5 national rankbangs his way towards the rim.
-

—

Mark Madsen Hustle Player of the Week
Given to the UPS Athlete
who shows the most
intense hustle without
regard for the game situation or personal health.

DECEMBER 178ds

This week's winner:

Jeremy Cross

TICKETS ARE ONLY $8.00 AND
ARE ON SALE NOW
AT THE INFO CENTER
SEATS ARE UMITED SO HURRY!

Cross averaged 31.5 points, three assists
and three rebounds while shooting 61.7
percent from the field, including six of 10
from beyond the arc. He helped the UPS
men's team score a pair of wins in the
Surf's Up Classic in Honolulu, Hawaii,
where he was named Tournament MVP for
his efforts.
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• Were the players involved in the recent
Pacers-Pistons brawl disciplined fairly?

The suspensions
given out were ade■ quate, if not too
light
By Oliver Reif

Sports Writer
What happened on that
dreadful night between the
two rivals was undeniably
the worst brawl in NBA history. The next closest violent
outbreak was former Golden
State guard, Latrell Sprewell,
choking a coach (during a
practice) or perhaps when
Kermit Washington's fist
crushed Rudy Tomjanovich's
face way back in 1977. The
key difference here is that
players and fans were
involved in this incident. As
Pistons' head coach Larry
Brown said, along with
ESPN and FOX sports writers, this was the most shocking moment in NBA history.
No one person is to blame,
and certain fans definitely
need to be held accountable,
but Ron Artest deserves this
extremely harsh punishment
because he did an extremely
stupid and embarassing act.
Artest was not only
unjustified in rushing into
the stands, he has an obligation to control his temper as
an NBA player. We learned
in childhood that two
wrongs do not make a right.
If a kid hits you with a rock
at recess, you do not rush
over to him and attempt to
beat him senseless; you go to
the teacher and demand justice. This is a fundamental
rule of society. Ron Artest
has a right to be upset, but
absolutely no right to rush
into the stands. A beer
thrown at your face is hardly
the equivalent of hurling
yourself at a fan, inciting a
riot. The NBA cannot afford
a repeat of this, so David
Stern has an obligation to the
National Basketball
Association and fans, to
show they have zero tolerance for starting riots. A 60
game suspension and a $5
million fine show that.
Artest is not in dire need of
money, and he certainly has
plenty of basketball ahead of
him, but this will teach him a
lesson that every NBA fanat-

ic like myself knows: he
needs to control his temper.
Anyone who has watched
the videos as much as I have
will obviously notice that
Artest did not throw the only
punch, and certainly not the
hardest punch. Steven
Jackson clocked a fan in the
head as he was coming after
Artest, and O'Neal delivered
a super-human punch into a
fan, that not only sent the fan
and people behind him flying, but even Jermaine
O'Neal to the ground. This
also added to the chaos
which engulfed the end of
game, and also needs swift
and harsh punishment.
AlthoUgh these two players
seemed to have come to the
defense of their teammate,
they didn't do so for the fear
of Artest's life, but like him,
did it for pride.
The reason Artest's suspension needs to be the
worst is because he was the
tipping point. His rush into
the stands ignited the brawl.
Had he remained on the
court, this would have
blown over much more
quickly. The fact that he had
a reason to jump into the
stands is absolutely no justification for a lighter sentence. NBA rules not only
shouldn't be broken, they
CANNOT be broken, which
is why when they are broken, the rule must be with an
iron fist. Artest needs to
learn that even if he is provoked he cannot run into the
stands. If we allow for a
lighter sentence because
Artest was provoked, then it
gives more of an incentive
for players to lose their tempers, which cannot be
allowed. It is more important for Stern to show that
the NBA is serious about
protecting its integrity than
giving the players a break
because the fans made them
mad.
Had the fan run onto the
court and attacked Artest
then he could have defended
himself, but he was not
defending himself in this situation. Acting on your pride
like that is a weakness, and
no excuse for being lenient.

Sports Writer Oliver Reif has
to question the mentality of a
man who would attack a poor,
defenseless puma.

Photo Courtesy www.espn.go.com/nba

THRILLA IN MANILLA—The three way carnage between
the Pistons, the Pacers and 20,000 angry Detroit fans was
enough to make Charles Barkley and Dennis Rodman blush.

David Stern reacted too
quickly, disciplining players
without proper knowledge of
the situation
By Phil Hawkins
Sports Editor
Let's get something straight here — the
Brawl at the Auburn Hills Palace between the
Pacers, Pistons, and the Pistons' fans was
ugly, but it is not the end of civilized basketball as we know it. There was a lot of chaos
going on, but no one was seriously injured
beyond a few bruised jaws and egos. Can anyone seriously argue that this incident was
worse physically than Kermit Washington's
devastating haymaker to Rudy Tomjonovic or
Latrell Sprewell choking P.J. Carlesimo? It
can't be nearly as embarrassing as Jordan's
final two years with the Wizards or Team
USA's international showing the past few
years.
Unfortunately, sports media did exactly
what it always does in a situation like this:
Play the bejesus out of it until it's embedded
in the skulls of every American from age three
through 112. Regardless of whether you're a
hardcore basketball aficionado or a retiree
who's major quibble about sports is finding
competitive lawn bowling partners, you've
probably seen the fight footage and talked
about it several times with someone you
would never have conversed with before this
incident.
Because of the flood of media coverage,
NBA commissioner David Stern thought he
had a Chernobyl on his hands when it was a
mere Three-Mile-Island. Stern panicked and
reacted too quickly. He saw this fiasco as a
financial issue and not as a security issue as
he should have. He saw Artest rush into the
stands and attack a giant money clip on
national television; a money clip that buys
tickets to games, concessions, hats, jerseys
and many other valuable NBA products.
Stern felt that if he didn't react quick enough,
there would be a severe backlash and NBA
fans would take their pocketbooks to another
market. So he reacted swiftly and harshly in
an attempt to assure NBA fans of his control
over the league. He made a poor, uninformed
decision which hurt several players careers
and (arguably more important) their reputations.
However, I have watched the fight footage
enough times to make blood shoot out of my
ears and have decided upon the correct disciplinary measures that should have taken
place.
First off, repeal Artest's season long suspension. Were his actions really as bad as
Sprewell's, the only other player ever to be
suspended an entire season? Sprewell tried to
choke his coach, a murderous crime outside of
basketball. Artest merely assaulted several
people — big difference; especially for a
league that emphasizes the difference
between open handed attacks and close fisted
attack when dealing with suspensions due to
fighting. There's no doubt that Artest should
be harshly disciplined for going into the
stands. A player should always be a professional on the court, regardless of the circumstances. However, his actions in the stands
should be more closely scrutinized. He never
actually swung at the man he initially assaulted, Artest just pushed him down. He never
threw his first punch until John Green, the
man who threw the cup of beer on him, began
punching him in the back of the head. Artest's
retaliation was then only an act of selfdefense.
The only other man Artest hit was a guy
who pursued him onto the court and sized
him up while doing a little All shuffle. Artest,
deeming him a threat, then swung at him
first. He probably shouldn't have done so, but
when a fan goes onto the court, chasing after
a player in that kind of chaos, no one can
judge if the guy is armed or mentally competent. At worst, Artest assaulted one fan and

defended himself from the rest. He never
should have entered the stands, but being
suspended for the year is way too severe. Half
a season, 41 games, should be sufficient.
If anyone should have been kicked out for
the season, Steven Jackson is the one. As soon
as the fiasco between Artest and Wallace
began, Jackson was in there ready to take on
the whole Piston team. When Artest charged
into the stands, Jackson was quick to follow
and was wildly throwing punches at everything that moved remotely close to Artest.
Jackson showed a complete lack of control
over his emotions, something even Artest was
able to do. Jackson's lack of composure is the
exact kind of behavior that Stern should have
made an example of. Unfortunately, Jackson
isn't a Marquee name and doesn't have a history like Artest's, so he gets off light.
Another player that was unfairly penalized was Jermaine O'Neal. He lost 25 games
for throwing a pair of punches, one of which
he never actually threw. Video shows the man
O'Neal laid his sliding punch to was gearing
up to attack Artest, who was facing the other
direction. O'Neal was protecting a teammate
from another fan who again decided it was
his responsibility to walk onto the court
instead of staying out of the melee. O'Neal's
suspension should be halved due to the extenuating circumstances which he faced.
The other reason why O'Neal's suspension
should be lowered is because video tape of
what was once thought to be him punching a
fan in the stands was actually that of David
Harrison, a little known backup center for the
Pacers. This information was discovered over
a week ago, yet Stern has yet to punish
Harrison or lessen O'Neal's suspension. For
going into the stands and punching a fan
when he was not involved, Harrison should
be suspended at least 20 games.
On the Pistons side lies the catalyst of this
whole mess: Ben Wallace. The entire brawl
started when Wallace overreacted to a foul by
Artest. Yes, it was a hard foul, but it was not
deemed hard enough to be a flagrant or a
technical. Yet Wallace pushed Artest with
both hands in the face, threw his headband at
him, and kept trying to instigate an altercation between the two by violently pursuing
Artest as he was backpedaling away from the
conflict. Wallace should be out for 10 games
for his provocation of the affair.
The Pistons organization should be held
accountable for its lack of control over the situation. Watch some footage of the brawl. In
the entire five minutes can you see even one
security guard or police officer? NO! There is
no one besides out of shape ushers there to
stop the fight. I find this particularly astonishing considering we live in a post 9/11
America where over-zealous security at the
expense of personal freedom is encouraged.
There were a lot more fans than players that
were throwing punches, beer, chairs, or anything they could get their hands on, but I have
yet to read any article that shows that they've
been reprimanded. The Pistons should be
fined by the NBA for their poor security that
played a role in starting this whole affair. A
competent security team would have been
able to hold back Artest and escort Green out
of the game for throwing beer at a player.
My point is this: in such a large altercation
as this, it is impossible to assign blame to just
one person or just one team. I know its nice
and convenient to have a single scapegoat
that we can all throw stones at, but this is the
real world and there are shades of gray in it.
The Pistons organization was at fault for lack
of security. Ben Wallace was at fault for overreacting. Ron Artest was at fault for losing his
cool and rushing into the stands to attack the
WRONG fan. David Stern was at fault for
refusing to take time on this and make an
educated decision. He should have ket the
players in question suspended incitely
until he and a teams of analyzers coati carefully assess the video footage and assign
appropriate disciplinary sanctions.

Sports Writer Phil Hawkins's article is twice as
big as his counterpart, and that makes him feel
like a big man.
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One shot away from championship
By Sean Duade

Assistant Sports Editor
The 2004 Logger women's soccer team ended its season
Nov. 27 in North Carolina, taking penalty kicks after two
scoreless overtimes and 110 minutes of play, to decide who
would become the Division III national champion. It was
that close. The Loggers, however, came up one kick short,
netting four penalty kicks to Wheaton's five.
Puget Sound traveled to Greensboro, N.C., Nov. 26 for
a semifinal match up with Messiah College, and in doing
so traveled into uncharted territory. Their berth into the
NCAA Final Four was the first such berth in head coach
Randy Hanson's 10-year tenure. The Loggers had been
eliminated the past two seasons in the Elite Eight game.
The loss in 2003 was particularly stinging, as the game was
played at home and marked the only game in the past four
years that the Logger women had lost in a contest played
on their home turf.
"Going into this season, our goal was to get to the Final
Four," junior Cortney Kjar said. "Because the last two
years we made it to the Elite Eight — so going into this
season we said we will win the Elite Eight, we will be at
the Final Four this year."
In the opening semifinal round against Messiah, senior
defender Bridget Stolee shined brightest for the Loggers,
netting two goals, the first of which came just 41 seconds
into the match, connecting off of a pass from junior
defender Katie Wullbrandt.
In between Stolee's goals, freshman midfielder
Adrienne Folsom scored in the 26th minute off an assist
from Logger forward Kjar.
The last score of the game belonged to Stolee as she
scored off a cornerkick from junior forward Elizabeth
Pittman in the 31st minute. From then on out junior goalkeeper Erin Williams made sure the Loggers would be in
the national title game, saving eight shots on goal and
completing her 20th shutout of the season, a Puget Sound
record.
"We pride ourselves on just having fun," Kjar said. "In
our pre-game (warm-ups) we're dancing around singing
songs and when we went to play Messiah, we noticed that
when they got there they were so serious, so intense, in

their warm-ups and everything."
"This entire season we've focused on not
worrying about the small things," Kjar continued, "and just going out and having fun and
playing well, because if you're not having fun
than it's just not worth it."
The following day, fun aside, the women
and their coach knew their match with
Wheaton would be a true struggle. In an interview before the game Coach Hanson said of
the Loggers match with Wheaton: "By far,
Wheaton will be the toughest team that we
have faced all season."
The game was everything it was built up to
be.
Puget Sound struck first in the opening half,
when Elizabeth Pittman connected on a header
from Kjar's cross in the 36th minute, for her
sixth goal of the season and the Loggers only
goal of the game.
The next score would be from Wheaton's
Mary Doleshal in the 61st minute of the contest; it would be the last score of the game
Courtesy www.ups.edu/athletics/wsoccer
before the penalty kicks nearly 50 minutes
PLENTY TO SMILE ABOUT A 22-2 final record and a #2 finish
later.
gave the Loggers their best season ever.
"Right now, we all feel that sting of loss and
disappointment," Stolee said, "but in a while it
will fade and I know every girl on this team is so proud of and in the process became Puget Sound's all-time leader in
that category.
the history we made. We've broken just about every record
Individually, though, no one in Logger history had a
this school has, so why not leave a little room for the teams
season
as offensively prolific as Kjar. The junior forward
to come?"
set Puget Sound individual season records in total goals
The day, regardless of the outcome, capped, in many
(22), assists (14), and points (56), as well as leading the
respects, the finest season in Puget Sound's history. The
NWC in each of those categories, having twice as many
Logger Women broke nearly every one of the team's
points and twice as many goals as any other player in the
important offensive and defensive statistical records in
conference, along the way earning the NWC Offensive
2004, both as a team and as individuals.
Among the team records set in their campaign were Player of the year honors.
Three players from Puget Sound were named to the
total wins (22), consecutive"victories (15), highest winning
Division Ill All Tournament team: Kjar, Pittman and
percentage (93.75), shutouts (20), total goals (70), and, perStolee, who received Offensive Player of the Tournament
haps most impressive, fewest goals against (6). To sum up:
honors.
Puget Sound scored 70 goals to their opponents' 6!
Assistant Sports Editor Sean Duade thinks the women's
Goaltender Williams had a magnificent season, nearly
soccer team is awesome. Awesome to the max.
doubling the existing single-season record for shutouts
—

Number twelve Loggers improve on last year's success
Loggers. Puget Sound ultimately prevailed
70-64 due to the strong play of preseason
third team All-American senior forward
Until last year, Puget Sound women's Lindsay May, senior point guard Kilty
Keaton, and senior center Angie Straw.
basketball had never advanced to the
Division III NCAA Tournament. They had May provided another big day for UPS
never even won a Northwest Conference with a team high 14 points, three assists,
title. Now, after last year's record setting and seven rebounds despite battling sick23-5 campaign and a remarkable run to the ness all week. Keaton and Straw added 14
Elite Eight, there are expectations for Puget and 13 points, respectively.
Carleton, the defending Minnesota
Sound to win every time out. Thus far, they
Intercollegiate Athletic Conference chamhave.
Nov. 28 was, as expected, the Loggers' pions fell to 0-3 on the season, the only
greatest test when the seventh-ranked winless team remaining in the top 25. It
Carleton Knights came to Tacoma for a will likely be the last week the Knights
top-25 matchup with the number 12 spend in the D3hoops.com rankings. Look
for the Loggers to
jump into the top
ten after their
strong start.
Despite winning
against a quality
ranked opponent,
seventh year head
coach Suzy
Barcomb said that
the team was less
than pleased with
the overall effort.
"We were very,
very fortunate to
secure the win.
Carleton outplayed
us in every statistical category, including hustle plays. It
Courtesy ASUPS Photo Services
WHAT ARE THEY ALL LOOKING AT?—The Loggers take a
came down to the
By Greg Chalfin

Sports Writer

fact we shot well from the free throw line,
and we hit four key baskets down the
stretch," she said. Barcomb certainly is
right to be concerned with many statistical
categories, including the Loggers' 22
turnovers compared to the Knights 14 and
Carleton's 71 field goal attempts to Puget
Sound's 47.
However, the Loggers made five more
free throws, 21, than their opponent shot,
16. They also shot 47 percent for the game
compared to Carleton's 35 percent. Those
are two statistics that can be telltale signs
of who will win.
Playing in front of a crowd of only 137
with most students away for the long
Thanksgiving weekend, UPS had to create
its own energy against a formidable opponent.
"The team was happy we defeated a
nationally ranked team but disappointed
with our lack of intensity and overall
effort," Barcomb added, after completing
an undefeated homestand. Part of that can
certainly be attributed to a relatively dead
atmosphere with such a small crowd.
While the effort may not have been
exactly what Barcomb and her players
wanted, a 4-0 start is important given the
expectations for this team coming off last
year's great season.
The same disappointment cannot be
said of Puget Sound's Nov. 23 domination
of Northwest College. The Loggers
trounced the Eagles 97-59. It was the highest point total the Loggers have posted in
the past four years. The Loggers jumped

out to 49-32 halftime lead and coasted to a
38-point victory. May led the way once
again for UPS with team highs in points
(20), assists (nine), rebounds (seven), and
steals (six). She missed only three shots on
the night, finishing 9-12.
Hopefully, Puget Sound enjoyed the
home cooking to start the season because
they won't get it for quite a while. The
Loggers start a nine-game road trip tonight
that will cover the next six weeks.
Over that span, Puget Sound women's
basketball might be in California long
enough to be considered permanent residents. The Loggers will play the first seven
games of the trip in California. That trip
will start against the Chapman Panthers,
the team Puget Sound defeated in the first
round of the NCAA tournament last year.
The Loggers will also return to the Los
Angeles area for four games over New
Year's weekend.
At 4-0 and on the verge of a top 10 ranking, all seems well for Puget Sound's opening weeks. The Loggers defeated a top 10
opponent, Carleton, and Nov. 20, in the
women's finale of the Logger Tip-Off
Classic, responded from a seven point
deficit against unranked Wisconsin-River
Falls to win 55-41. Adversity has struck in
two of Puget Sound's first four games. Will
the Loggers be able to respond when
adversity hits away from Tacoma? UPS
fans will certainly have plenty of chances
to see over the next six weeks.

Sports Writer Greg Chalfin has a wicked
case of Pac-Man fever.

breather and set their game plan for the ensuing play.
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